Pack 1 - Teamwork

The sculpture game
Replicate the structure created by the teacher in groups of four along the following rules:
• You must follow the instructions which are given by the leader of the group.
• The leader of the group will be the person who goes to see the sculpture created by the
teacher.
• All participants have to engage in the replication of the sculpture through cooperation in
team.
The team which gets the best replication will win!

Journaling Activity

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

How did you feel during the game?
Have you been able to trust your leader?
Do you think your leader has given the appropriate instructions?
What do you think that have been the benefits of teamwork in this activity?
What role do you usually take when working in a team?

Draw the shape!
Draw the shape, object or picture described by your colleagues. Participants in charge
of describe the shape, object or picture need follow these rules:
• They have to describe the shape, object or picture by turns.
• Each participant only can say a sentence in each turn.
• Participants have to speak using all verbs in infinitive. When a participant is wrong,
the whole group will spend 30 seconds quiet.

Your own company
Start up a company in groups of five. You will have to develop at least the following points:
• The name and logo of the company.
• The company headquarters.
• The business objective.

• The potential recipient of the company.
• The product and approximate prices of the company.

Two by two
Write on a piece of paper two positive capacities and two negative attitudes you have
when you work in team. It is necessary that you describe theses positive and negative
aspects with sentences.
All members of the group will put their sheet of paper face down and the leader will
shuffle the papers. Together you will have to guess to whom belong the different positive
and negative capacities and attitudes. You will have to provide arguments to justify their
joints.

Journaling Activity

1. Do you think that the previous activities have helped you to get to know your
colleagues better?
2. Do you agree with the way in which your colleagues have described
themselves?
3. Has it been difficult to describe yourself?
4. Did you like working with the same team twice?
5. Do you think you have improved your ability to work in a team?

